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Launch of the Neo Lite bar stool.
We will launch the brand new bar stool Neo Lite at Designers Saturday in Oslo on 8 to 10
September. Our popular Neo/Neo Lite range has previously consisted of exclusive
conference chairs and armchairs in different designs. Now it is being expanded with the
Neo Lite bar stool.
"Neo Lite is a comfortable bar stool which looks interesting and enlivening, regardless of
which direction you look at it from. The beautiful lines create a design that feels obvious
and natural. Solid work is hidden behind each detail. It was carefully tested and thought
through," says Tobias Söder, Sales and Marketing Manager at Materia.
Neo Lite has a polypropene seat shell and will be launched in white, grey, black and storm
blue. The seat is available non-upholstered or upholstered. The steel wire frame is
available in chrome, or white, black or silver grey powder coating. The bar stool can be
stacked making it easy to store away and transport.
Designers Saturday is Norway's largest meeting event for furniture and interior design.
This year's event will bring together 190 exhibitors located in 36 locations around Oslo.
Materia was founded in 1992 and is one of Scandinavia's most renowned brands within the
field of design furniture for public settings. The company develops and manufactures
furniture and interior fittings with an innovative design that makes the user's everyday life
easier.
Contact:
Tobias Söder tobias.s@materia.se +46 705-385655

Neo Lite
Design: Fredrik Mattson
Read more about Neo Lite
Read more about Fredrik Mattson
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